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FOREWORD

This paper was prepared under the auspices of a National Science

Foundation grant awarded by the Office of National R&D Assessment. It repre-

sents a six-month effort to survey and assess the literature on forecasting

models and their ability to assess the impact of technology on manpower

utilization. The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and

do not necessarily reflect either those of the National Science Foundation or

the Urban Institute.

The research effort was undertaken in collaboration with a research team

from the University of Utah, which surveyed and assessed the literature on

labor market adjustment mechanisms to the impact of technological change.

The results of the two surveys are summarized and synthesized in a paper

prepared by Garth Mangum, who was overall coordinator of the project.

The Urban Institute has also produced a companion volume, an annotated

bibliography on manpower forecasting models, prepared by Pat Barry and Valerie

James, which appears as a separately bound paper.

I am indebted to Rolf Piekarz and Barbara Burns, from the NSF National

R&D Office, for their patience in dealing with the administrative problens

involved in completing this study and for their reactions to earlier drafts

of this paper. I would also like to express my particular gratitude to Pat

Barry, Valerie James, and Julie Casamajor for their help in obtaining

necessary library materials and my general appreciation of the library staff
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vi

of the Urban Institute in performing above and beyond the call of duty in

obtaining hard-to-get reference materials. Last, but not least, I want to

thank Pat Coleman, Brenda Chapman, and Melissa Penney for their cheerful

and skillful rendition of many drafts of my abominable handwriting into

neatly typed manuscripts.
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ABSTRACT

This paper contains an analytic summary of the state-of-the-art on

technology and skill utilization. Specifically, it assesses the existing

capability to forecast shifts in employment opportunities brought about by

the diffusion of new technology. It is part of a larger effort investi-

gating the socio-economic implications of technology.

Obstacles to producing forecasts of the impact of technological change

on skill utilization are briefly discussed. These obstacles include the

inability to forecast innovation, a theory of production that does not permit

disaggregation of labor, an inability to isolate employment changes attrib-

utable to technology from employment changes caused by other factors and an

unsatisfactory method of classifying skills.

Existing models used in forecasting manpower requirements are described

and analyzed. These models are alike in that they assume that future require-

ments are determined by future output, future labor productivity, and future

skill-mix. Two basic forecasting methods are described: inverted production

function, and input-output analysis. Several types of manpower forecasts are

discussed: long range estimates at the national level classified by skill(s),

and regional models which are further disaggregated by skill. These types of

forecasts are usually generated to assist in vocational and educational plan-

ning or in developing general manpower strategies for training or regional

development. In addition, these forecasts are utilized by policy makers to

evaluate the manpower consequences of alternative policy options. The

8
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survey revealed a concentration of models that produced long-range national

forecasts and a dearth of models that generate short-range forecasts or

forecasts disaggregated to the regional, state and local level. The models

should have been evaluated on the basis of the accuracy of the predictions

they generate compared to actual experience and/or the accuracy of the

assumed changes in the independent variables on which the predictions are

based. Since there is not much evidence on the accuracy of predictions,

attention was focused on the reasonableness of the model structure. Most

forecasting models are based on the dubious assumption either that relative

prices and relative wages will remain constant or that output can only be

produced with a fixed combination of inputs (i.e., there is no possibility

of substitution). Moreover, projected changes in Employment-related factors,

such as output, productivity, and skill-mix are usually based on an assumption

of either no change or changes based on past trends, thus ignoring cyclical

effects or irregular changes in technology.

The models are also evaluated on the basis of their potential value in

policy formulation. This value is assumed to depend on the nature of supply

adjustments in the labor market. A review of the literature on supply

behavior reveals that the evidence on adjustment is mixed. A considerable

amount of mobility takes place, but supply elasticities are generally low.

This suggests that, while adjustments do occur to shifts in labor demand

schedules, they generally take the form of shifts in, rather than movements

along, supply schedules. The implication is that forecasting models would

be most useful in those markets in which mobility is expected to be relatively

limited. Such markets include skills that are highly specific or that re-

quire a considerable amount of lead time for training.

9
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I conclude that if resources are to be allocated to improving the state-

of-the-art in manpower forecasting, they should be devoted to overcoming the

obstacles discussed above and modifying the existing models so that they are

more reasonable representations of labor markets. This would require more

research on the determinants of such key forecasting variables as labor

productivity and skill-mix.

10
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I

INTRODUCTION

Technological chance pervades and influences all segments of society- -

families, unions, businesses, schools, and government. The influence it has

on employment has been a particular concern of policy makers for a consid-

erable period of time. This concern reflects the disruption that is thought

to occur in labor markets and its consequent cost, in terms of real output

or human sufrering. Sufficient warning of an imminent innovation, it is

argued, would enable concerned policy makers to take appropriate measures

to help ease the impending transition.

In the late 1950s, debate raged over the nature and causes of the

persistently high levels of unemployment which characterized that period.'

A National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress,

established by President Johnson in 1964, studied the role of technological

change in the American economy and recommended relevant administration and

legislative steps to cushion the employment effects of the adoption of new

techniques.
2

Currently, the National Commission on Productivity, charged

with the task of developing new programs and policies to improve productivity,

has been concerned about procedures for the implementation of new technology.

New technology simultaneously makes some skills obsolete and generates

demand for new skills. The resultant shift in employment opportunities con-

cerns manpower specialists at all levels of government--federal, state and

1. See, for example, R. Solow.
2. National Commission on Technology, Automation and Economic Progress.
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local. It is also of interest to a wide variety of other groups: education

planners, employment counselors, vocational guidance specialists, personnel

managers, and union officials. Of course, those most concerned are the

workers whose skills are no longer needed.

Those responsible for assuring that labor market adjustments to new

technology occur with a minimum amount of disruption and hardship might be

aided in their task if they were able to anticipate these adjustments. This

study evaluates the existing capability to anticipate these adjustments by

means of forecasting models. Specifically, it attempts to assess the ability

to forecast shifts in employment opportunities brought about by the diffusion

of new technology. It is part of a larger effort investigating the socio-

economic implications of technology. A companion study examines the state

of our knowledge on how unions and businesses adapt to technological change.

Evaluation of our ability to forecast the implications of technological

change on skill utilization depends on: (1) how well we are able to forecast

future technological change; (2) how well we are able to translate this change

into changes in employment and skill utilization; and (3) how important it

is to be able to do this. The first issue is being addressed in other re-

search efforts and lies beyond the scope of this study. It is therefore

covered in only the most cursory fashion.

The second issue constitutes the heart of this paper. Forecasts of

manpower requirements (employment) and skill utilization are usually predi-

cated on projections of output, labor productivity, and skill mix within an

activity. Sometimes the assumptions underlying these projections are

explicit; frequently they are not. il all cases, technology is but one of

many factors operating on these variables.

12
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The third issue relates to questions of adaptability in labor markets

and the possible role of government policy. If labor markets were highly

flexible and adaptable, particularly on the supply side, there would be

little reason to forecast the impact of technology on labor markets since

these anticipated changes would not be very costly, either in terms of real

output or in terms of the hardships that fall on displaced workers and

their dependents. On the other hand, labor markets in which the supply is

highly inflexible, either because of obsolescent skill or because of pro-

hibitive costs involved in adaptation, are targets for various forms of

government intervention either to reduce these costs or, in some other way,

to alleviate the adverse consequences of this inflexibility.

The above considerations move us to conclude that the best way to

evaluate models forecasting the impact of technology on employment and skill

utilization is first to evaluate more general models of manpower require-

ments, focusing on the role technology plays in these models, and then to

assess adaptability on the supply side of labor markets.

There are many possible ways to define technological change. For this

particular study, an appropriate way to view it is to define it in terms of

the parameters of the production function; i.e., technological change can

be defined as something that changes the amount of output that can be

produced by a given combination of inputs, or the rate at which inputs can

be substituted for one another in order to produce a given level of output.

As we shall see, such a definition of technology is difficult to quantify.

However, observable implications of technological change would include

changes in factor productivity and changes in skill-mix. Unfortunately,

factor productivity and skill-mix are also affected by variables other than

13
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technology. Thus, observed changes in either cannot necessarily be solely

attributed to technology.

In the following section some obstacles to producing forecasts of the

impact of technological change on skill utilization are briefly discussed.

These obstacles include the inability to forecast innovation, a theory of

production that does not permit disaggregation of labor, and inability to

isolate employment changes attributable to technology from employment changes

caused by other factors and an unsatisfactory method of classifying skills.

In Section III, existing models used in forecasting manpower require-

ments are described and analyzed. The models are evaluated in Section IV

on the basis of the accuracy of the predictions they generate compared to

actual experience and/or the accuracy of the assumed changes in the

independent variables on which the predictions are based. Since there is

not much evidence on the accuracy of predictions, attention is focused on

the reasonableness of the model structure. Most forecasting models are

based on the dubious assumption either that relative prices and relative

wages will remain constant or that output can only be produced with a fixed

combination of inputs (i.e., there is no possibility of substitution).

Moreover, projected changes in employment-related factors, such as output,

productivity, and skill-mix are usually based on an assumption of either

no change or changes based on past trends, thus ignoring cyclical effects

or irregular changes in technology.

In Section V, the models are evaluated on the basis of an additional

criterion: their potential value in policy formulation. This value is

assumed to depend on the nature of supply adjustments in the labor market.

A review of the literature on supply behavior reveals that the evidence on

14
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adjustment is mixed. A considerable amount of mobility takes place, but

supply elasticities are generally low. This suggests that, while supply

adjustments do occur, they generally are in response to changes in non-

wage supply determinants. The implication is that forecasting models would

be most useful in those markets in which mobility is expected to be rela-

tively limited. Such markets include skills that are highly specific or

that require a considerable amount of lead time for training.

In Section VI, the current state-of-the-art is summarized and future

directions for research are suggested. I conclude that, if resources are

allocated to improving the state-of-the-art in manpower forecasting, then

they should be devoted to overcoming the obstacles discussed above and

modifying the existing models so that they are more reasonable represen-

tations of labor markets.

15
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II

OBSTACLES TO FORECASTING MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

The capability to forecast the impact of future changes in technology

on skill utilization can be conveniently broken down into two steps: (1)

the forecasting of future technology, and (2) the assessment of its impact

on the demand for labor, disaggregated by skill. The 'former step involves

understanding the factors that influence research and development on new

technology, the factors that determine what developments get innovated into

the production process, and the rate of diffusion of this innovation. The

latter step requires the isolation of the partial impact of technological

change on the demand for labor, disaggregated by skill. The partial impact

can, in turn, be decomposed into two further components: that which, ceteris

paribus, changes the relative demand for different factors of production by

altering the relative factor cost of production, and that which, ceteris

paribus, changes the demand for all factors of production by altering the

profitability of production. These components are frequently discussed in

terms of the "neutrality" of technological change.

Studies of past experience indicate that, while technological change

has been and can be expected to continue to be a major cause of economic

growth, we are a long way from understanding its determinants.1 Factors

such as firm size and market structure do not appear to be important in

producing technological progress; indeed, there is speculation that these

factors work in offsetting ways upon research and development and innovation,

1. See Kennedy-Thirwall, pp. 44-62.
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the two major components of technical change. Moreover, the existing studies

show that, even if we had some conception of what the major determining

factors were, the amount of time it takes to transform a development into a

new innovation varies greatly. Given a paucity of empirical evidence about

what determines the development and diffusion of new technology, it is small

wonder that our capability to forecast technological change is limited. Most

technology forecasting is predicated upon highly subjective methods, such as

Delphi techniques, forecaster judgment or trend extrapolation. Needless to

say, there is considerable room for improvement in this area. Hopefully,

new research will produce a firmer basis for such forecasts in the future.

For now, available knowledge limits us to tolerable forecasts of changes that

have passed the development stage and are about to become innovations. 1

Moreover, this limited capability to forecast technological change does not

allow us to accurately forecast its rate of diffusion in specific industries

because this rate has been extremely low on average and highly variable among

industries.

Assessment of the impact of new technology on the demand for labor,

disaggregated by skill, is limited by existing production theory and by

inadequate treatment of the concept of skill. In order to isolate the

partial impact of technology on the demand for labor of differing skill

capacities we must first be able to specify a production function that re-

lates ouput to inputs in which labor is disaggregated by skill. Tradi-

tional production functions limit themselves to capital and labor in the

aggregate. Attempts are being made to modify this theory to allow for

further disaggregation, 2
but these modifications have not yet been

1. Haase, p. 63.
2. An example of this new work may be found in Christensen-Jorgensen-Lau.

17
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empirically treated in any extensive way. Past restriction to two-factor

production functions has limited the capability to identify past changes in

the demand for labor arising from technological change to aggregate employ-

ment. Moreover, even in the case of two-factor production functions, it

has been difficult to disentangle changes in the demand for labor resulting

from other factors, such as changes in the relative cost of labor.

In principle, technological change can affect the demand for labor in

offsetting ways. A technological change, by raising factor productivity,

can reduce the demand for labor for a given level of output. On the other

hand, by making production more efficient, technological change increases

the profitability of producing a given level of output and provides the

incentive to increase output and, therefore, to increase the demand for

labor. Available evidence is consistent with the conclusion that techno-

logical change has expanded the demand for labor in the aggregate. Existing

studies show that growth in output has been the result of growth in inputs

of production and growth in total factor productivity. 1 The latter repre-

sents an index of technological change.

While technological change appears to have stimulated aggregate employ-

ment, its impact on labor disaggregated by skill has been less thoroughly

documented. As noted above, a major obstacle in studying the effect of

technology on skill has been the restriction to a two-factor production

function.

1. Most of the studies have attributed 80 to 90 percent of the long-
run growth in output to growth in total factor productivity and 10 to 20
percent to growth in factor inputs. However, these studies have treated
factor inputs as homogeneous units, not subject to quality change. Adjust-
ments for such quality changes would probably reduce the percent of long-run
growth in output attributable to growth in total factor productivity and in-
crease the percent attributable to growth in inputs (adjusted for quality).
For survey of the literature on the output effects of changes in technology,
see Kennedy-Thirwall, pp. 13-43.
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In addition to being able to anticipate technology and specify an appro-

priate production function, skill must be definable in operationally meaningful

ways. Ideally, we would like a classification scheme that enables us to group

our employment statistics so that the elasticity of substitution in production

and the elasticity of skill supply are relatively high within classes and

relatively low between classes.
1

Unfortunately, there is little evidence

available on these elasticities. Since existing statistical dimensions of

skill, such as Census definitions of occupation, are thought by many to be

inadequate, experiments are being made with alternative classification schemes. 2

All studies reviewed for this survey, regardless of their definition of

skill, show trends toward higher skill levels which are projected to continue

into the future. Unfortunately, there is little evidence about the determin-

ants of this trend. It could reflect technology, changing relative factor

costs, or some combination of these.

1. See Welch for an interesting discussion of this problem. Also, see
Cain-Hansen.

2. Scoville constructs a set of job families and a set of job-content
levels within each job family based on the structure of the job and the skills
required to perform the job. Wool constructs an occupational index based on
the socio-demographic characteristics of those employed in the occupations.
Both are essentially alternative aggregations of Census occupations. See
Scoville, pp. 11-33; Wool, pp. 31-45. See also Bezdek (1973), pp. 47-53, for
a summary and critique of existing occupational classification schemes.

19
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III

EXISTING MANPOWER FORECASTING MODELS

Since the objective of this paper is to evaluate models forecasting

the impact of technology on manpower utilization, I limit my survey to models

of manpower requirements. There is an analytic framework that is implicit

in all of the work I reviewed. It is a model of employment as a derived

demand, and it can be summarized as follows:

(1) Lsi = asit3iXi

where L represents employment, Xi represents output, $i represents the

reciprocal of average labor productivity (Li/Xi), and asi represents the

share of employment for a particular skill (Lsi/Li). The subscripts s and

i stand for the particular skill and industry for which a forecast is being

made. Differences among forecasting models can essentially be identified

in terms of differences in their assumptions about $i and asi. Most models

assume that they are fixed values, not subject to change, or that they

change in mysterious ways that can be projected from past trends or bench-

mark data.

Given equation (1), predictions of future employment can be generated

on the basis of forecasts of future changes in output, labor productivity,

and skill-mix:

(2) aLsi al
ace asi

a3
3Xi

,

at at

20
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where a1 = 141 viXi, a2 = asiXi, and a
3
= asipi. Several interesting features

emerge from this formulation. First, accuracy in the employment projections

requires accuracy in the forecasts of future changes in output, labor produc-

tivity, and skill-mix. Second, and less obvious, the three factors are

erroneously assumed to be independent of each other. The assumed employ-

ment impact of a change in labor productivity, for example, will depend on

the value of a2. This value, in turn, is determined by the product of the

skill-mix and output. Assuming that a2 will be stable implies either that

there will be no future changes in output and skill-mix or, if such changes

are anticipated, that they will be offsetting in their impact on a2.

In the following review of manpower forecasting models, I first

describe basic methods employed in generating manpower forecasts. I then

describe the types of manpower forecasts that have been generated. I close

with a short summary of the gaps in the existing literature and possible

reasons for their existence.

Existing Models

Forecasting models may be classified into two generic techniques:

inverted production functions and input-output. The inverted production

function technique generally involves projecting future employment from

the inverse of a production function.

(3) L = f-1 (X, K)

where f-1 is the inverse of the production function relating L and K to X,

holding technology constant. These models are usually used to generate fore-

casts of total employment (either in the aggregate or by industry) and fore-

casts of skill-specific employment (particularly for occupations). Projected

21
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employment is generated from projected values of varying combinations of

X, K, and technology. 1 For forecasts of total employment, econometric

models to estimate the parameters of the inverse function generally regress

L against estimates of varying combinations of X, K, and a trend variable.

The latter variable is included to capture the effect of technological change

(if K is also included) or the joint effects of growth in the capital stock

and technological change (if K is excluded). Because production functions

are usually two-factor equations, employment estimates generated by this

method cannot be disaggregated by skill within industries. For skill-

specific employment, forecasts are usually generated from projections of

output (X) and assumptions about the ratio of employment to output. These

assumptions take the form of either a positive projection of past trends or

a normative assertion of what a desirable ratio should be.2

The input-output technique is a special case of inverted production

functions that allows for the effects on employment of the existence of

intermediate products; i.e., outputs of one industry that are used as inputs

to another industry. Thus, a given change in final demand can change the

amount of output demanded directly, through the change in output in the

industrial sector required to satisfy that demand, and indirectly, through

the change in outputs in industrial sectors that produce inputs to that

particular sector. The procedure may be summarized in three steps: the

conversion of final demand into output by industrial sector; the translation

of that output into employment by industrial sector; and, on occasion, the

allocation of that employment by skill.
3

1. For example, see Scott, McCracken.
2. See, for example, National Education Association, Altman, Cartter.
3. See Almon, Bezdek (1972), Lecht, BLS (1966, 1970, 1972a, 1972b) for

illustrations of this method.
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Conversion of final demand to output by industrial sector is accom-

plished by means of a table of input-output coefficients. To illustrate,

let X be a vector of total outputs by industry, Y be a vector of final

demands, T be a matrix of intermediate products, and A be a matrix of input-

output coefficients measuring the inter-industry flow of intermediate

product per unit output. The traditional definition of GNP can then be

written:

(5) Y = X - T

T, in turn, can be expressed in terms of X through the coefficients matrix

if intermediate products are used in fixed proportions to output:

(6) T = AX.

Substituting (6) into (5) and solving for X produces:

(7) X = (I-A)-1 Y,

where I is an identity matrix. From (7) the output of any industrial sector

can be linked to final demand. Several models have been developed to trans-

late estimates of macroeconomic variables into industry detail. These models

attempt to provide a set of estimates of industry output or sales that are

consistent with the relationships between GNP components and industry output

implied by the input-output tables.1 These models include the Brookings

Mode1,2 the Wharton Annual Mode1,3 the IBM Mode1,4 the Sundarajan Mode1,5

the Maryland Mode1,6 the Economic Growth Project Mode1,7 and the Illinois

1. See Bezdek (1973), pp. 9-31 for a detailed account of the alter-
native methods used by different models to accomplish this lihkage.

2. Fisher, et al, Klein - Fromm; and Kresge.
3. Preston.
4. Bezdek (1973), pp. 19-21.
5. Sundarajan (1970, 1971).

6. Almon (1970a, 1970b).
7. BLS (1966b, 1970, 1972b).
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Model. 1
The input-output coefficients, while assumed to be fixed in any

given year, are allowed to vary over time. Forecasts of future values of

these coefficients are based on estimated trends and judgment.2

Outputs by industry are converted into estimates of employment by

industry through projections of labor productivity by sector. These pro-

jections are generated on the basis of equations estimated as part of

simultaneous systems of equations describing the entire economy,3 ordinary

least-squares regression analyses4 or some other extrapolation procedures.5

Allocation of employment within industry by skill, when attempted, is

generally accomplished by projecting past changes in within-industry skill-

mix. These past changes are usually derived from decennial Census reports. 6

Types of Forecasts

Existing manpower forecasting models have been motivated by a variety

of objectives.? A primary objective is educational and vocational planning.

Manpower forecasts are needed to estimate future skill imbalances so that

education and manpower specialists can reallocate resources away from the

anticipated areas of surplus and to the anticipated areas of shortage. The

type of model required generally varies according to the type of planning

being done.

1. Bezdek-Getzel, Bezdek-Hannon, Bezdek (1973), pp. 29-31.
2. See BLS (1970), pp. 65-72, for a discussion of one revision process.
3. The Canadian manpower analysts are beginning to explore this option

by integrating elements of their macroeconomic CANDIDE model into their
projections model. I am indebted to Jim Hamilton of the Canadian Department
of Manpower Immigration for his help in acquainting me with the activities of
Canadian manpower forecasters.

4. See, for example, BLS (1966, 1970, 1972a, 1972b).
5. In those cases where productivity had to be projected on some other

basis, the procedure varied according to how much the projected growth rate
varied from historical growth rates. BLS (1970) also uses this technique for
some industries.

6. See, for example, Scoville, p. 53; Wool, pp. 248-251.
7. See Mangum-Nemore, pp. 7-11, for a discussion of these.
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Educational planning generally requires models that produce long-range

forecasts of manpower classified by level of schooling completed or for very

specific occupations (usually those requiring post-graduate training, such

as medical doctors or scientists with advanced degrees) or highly specific

college training, such as teachers, engineers, or nurses. Vocational

planning generally requires models that produce intermediate or short-range

forecasts of manpower classified by occupation and/or industry.

An additional objective to be served by manpower forecasting models is

that of more general policy planning. A particular example of such planning

is the use of long-range manpower forecasting models to check the consistency

of overall growth objectives with their manpower implications. For example,

what would be the manpower implications of a growth policy that will produce

a given rate of unemployment--say, four percent--by a given year--say, 1980?

This type of question is asked by both national and local policy planners.

Or, what would be the manpower implications of a major policy change, such

as a reduction of the Federal budget for defense spending, an increase in

the Federal budget for domestic programs, or the adoption of a major revenue-

sharing program? Frequently, this type of objective requires models that

produce intermediate or long-range forecasts of manpower classified by occu-

pation and/or industry and/or region.

Because of these differences in objectives, existing manpower forecasts

can be classified into three types: (1) national forecasts which are

further disaggregated into region and/or skill (i.e., education, industry,

and/or occupation); (2) national forecasts for specific skills; and (3)

regional forecasts which are further disaggregated by skill.
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National Forecasts

National forecasts which are further disaggregated into regions have

been generated by the National Planning Association (NPA) models for the

United States, and the Ahamad model for Canada.
1

Two NPA models were

surveyed: one which projects regional estimates of total employment,

and one which projects regional estimates of employment by industry and

occupation. The former model combines trend extrapolations for "basic"

industries within aregion with an "export-base" model of the regional

economy to derive estimates of total employment by region.
2

The latter

model uses essentially the input-output method to derive national estimates

of employment by industry and occupation and allocates these national totals

to regions by means of a "differential and proportional shift" analysis. 3

This shift analysis takes into account the industrial composition and the

competitive position of the region in generating employment forecasts.

The Ahamad model for Canada derived employment estimates at the national

level from independent projections of output and labor productivity. Employ-

ment by industry and region were forecast by means of trend extrapolation.

Distributions by occupations within industries were also forecast at the

national level on the basis of trend extrapolation. These distributions

were generated on a regional level by assuming that the regional occupation

structure, derived from 1961 Census data, would change at the same rate as

the national structure.

1. Ahamad.
2. Scott.

3. Darmstadter.
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National forecasts which are further disaggregated into occupations

and industries include those generated by the BLS and the NPA models. The

BLS model is perhaps the best known of all the forecasting models.

Initiated in the mid-1960s, the BLS model was first used to generate pro-

jections of employment by occupation and industry for the year 1970 for

the National Commission on Technology, Automation and Economic Progress. 1

Since that time, it has also developed employment projections for the years

1975, 1980 and 1985.
2

Aspects of the BLS model have been used by a number

of other studies.
3

Both models utilize the input-output method. GNP is projected on

the basis of an assumed rate of unemployment. This is translated into a

vector of outputs by industry on the basis of projected values of the

parameters of the input-output matrix. This vector, in turn, is converted

into a vector of employment by industry by means of projected values of

the inverse of labor productivity. Finally distributions of occupations

within industry are projected on the basis of past trends in Census data.

Specific Skill Forecasts

National forecasts for specific skills are generally dominated by

models for forecasting particular professional skills, such as teachers,

scientists, engineers, nurses and medical doctors. Forecasts are usually

generated by means of an inverted production function which relates

1. BLS (1966).
2. BLS (1970, 1972a, 1972b). Alterman, Rosenthal.
3. Wool, pp. 218-260.
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employment to some measure of, or proxy for, output. Cartter, in his study

of college teachers, projects demand from independent estimates of future

enrollments. Similar techniques have been used in studies made by the

National Education Association in the United States and the National

Advisory Council on the Training and Supply of Teachers in England. Altman

has projected employment of nurses on the basis of population.
1

Employment

of scientists and engineers has been projected in a variety of studies on

the basis of total employment in particular activities and the share of that

employment that belongs to the particular scientists and engineers being

analyzed. 2
Some of these studies also project the replacement demand for

persons who leave the occupation or skill for employment elsewhere, retire-

ment, or death.

Regional Forecasts

Forecasts of employment for specific regions are generally based on

input-output methods. Such forecasts have been generated for Hawaii, 3 the

District of Columbia,4 Denver,5 the state of New York,6 Oregon,
7
and Kansas.

8

Summary

Two types of manpower forecasting methods were discussed: those based

on production functions and those based in input-output analysis. These

1. Altman (1971), pp. 152-156.
2. See, for example, Fortune-Ross; Ross; National Science Foundation.

See also Bain, pp. 99-124 for a survey of the forecasting literature for
scientists and engineers.

3. Ferber-Sasaki.
4. Manpower Administration, District of Columbia.
5. McCormick-Franks.
6. National Planning Association.
7. Watson.
8. Spellman.
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methods have been used to developed a variety of manpower forecasts at

different levels of aggregation.

The specific manpower forecasts that have been developed were generated

in response to specific planning objectives of particular groups of people.

Vocational guidance counsellors and education planners usually require long-

range forecasts of manpower by skill at the national level. Planners

associated with manpower training programs usually require intermediate-range

forecasts of manpower requirements by skill at the regional level. Officials

responsible for health or educational planning usually require intermediate-

and long-range forecasts of manpower in specific skills (e.g., doctors,

nurses, teachers, etc.) at both the national and the regional level.

Existing forecasts reflect the historical development of these needs.

Until the early part of the 1960s, the predominant demand for manpower fore-

casts came from the vocational guidance counsellors and the education

planners. These people needed mainly long-range skill forecasts at the

national level. The early sixties saw the growth of regional development

and manpower training programs. And these programs generated new require-

ments for shorter range forecasts at a lower level of regional aggregation.

As a result of this history, models that produce long-range forecasts

of manpower skill requirements at the national level appear to be the most

prevalent and, among these, models based on input-output analysis, are the

most widely used. Recently, however, models that produce forecasts of

manpower requirements at the regional level have begun to make an appearance.

In part, the emergence of these models is due to the encouragement that has

been provided by federal funding. On balance, however, there appears to be

relatively few models that generate regional forecasts and few models that
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generate short-range forecasts of manpower requirements by skill. Possible

reasons for these gaps include: (1) an inability to project accurately

short-run changes in key variables of the forecasting models (e.g., labor

productivity, output, and skill-mix), and (2) the lack of adequate

regional data bases. These reasons will be discussed in more detail in

the following section.
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IV

EVALUATION OF MODELS

Discussions of model evaluation are not usually confined to forecasting

models. Rather, they examine a wide range of models which, for ease in

exposition, are classified into several general classes. Fromm, for

example, discusses three types of analytic models--policy simulations, fore-

casting, and structural. The classes generally overlap in their use of

methods and are mainly distinguishable on the basis of the objectives of

the researcher.

A relatively clean method of classifying empirical models would be one

which distinguishes "behavioral" models from "simulation" models.

Behavioral models are defined as models whose major objective is to infer

behavioral relationships from observed data. Most econometric models would

fall into this class of models. Behavioral models are judged on the basis

of how well they "explain" observed behavior, how well the relationships

estimated from the behavior accord with a priori expectation, and how

well they predict beyond the range of observed behavior. The reality of

assumptions underlying the models is frequently questioned. Some argue

that the reality of these assumptions is not at all relevant to evaluation

of the worth of the model. Others, on the other hand, maintain that

1
realistic assumptions must be made if a model is to perform adequately.

1. For a discussion of this particular methodological question see
Friedman, pp. 16-30; Koopmans, pp. 129-166 (see especially pp. 135-142).
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Simulation models, on the other hand, have as their major objective

the prediction of outcomes on the basis of a given set of behavioral re-

lationships. They can be characterized as attempts to answer the question:

What would happen if . . . Policy simulations, for example, ask what would

happen if a particular policy, e.g., a reduction in defense expenditures,

were adopted. These types of simulations are generally used to aid policy

planners in choosing among alternative options. Such models can be judged

on the basis of the accuracy of their predictions. These predictions, in

turn, are dependent on the choice of variables and behavioral relationships

used to construct the simulation model.

Forecasting models are fcrms of simulation models. They also ask the

question: What will happen if. . . They attempt to predict future outcomes

on the basis of a given set of behavioral relationships. Their structure can

be described in terms of a set of independent variables and a set of relation-

ships between these variables and the variable to be predicted. And they

can be evaluated on the basis of the accuracy of their predictions and/or the

validity of the variables and relationships chosen to constitute the model.

Since forecasting models frequently differ in their objectives, the

standards used in evaluating them cannot be uniform.

Ahamad and Blaug discuss three types of manpower forecasts- -

policy- conditional, onlooker, and optimizing. Policy-conditional forecasts

assume values of some independent variables based on the achievement of a

given policy-objective. Models which generate forecasts based on the

assumption of full employment (a given rate of unemployment) fall into this

class, and the NPA model and the BLS model used by the National Committee

on Automation, Technology, and Economic Progress are examples of such
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models.
1

Many have been critical of these studies for not considering

the implications of alternative rates of unemployment. 2 Onlooker fore-

casts are distinguished by assuming reasonable or most-likely values of the

independent variables in contrast to values dictated by policy objectives.

These values are chosen on the basis of past trends, judgment, or explicitly

specified models. Optimizing forecasts assume values of independent

variables which will maximize or minimize some objective function subject

to some constraints.

One cannot compare models producing policy-conditional or optimizing

forecasts with models producing onlooker forecasts. In the case of the

former models, a key factor to consider is the validity of the model.

In particular, one needs to ask whether it includes all the relevant inde-

pendent variables and whether the assumed relationships between the

independent variables and the variable to be forecast are accurate, stable,

and/or reasonably well-predictable. In the case of the latter model, a key

factor to consider is the accuracy of the projection. The structure of

the model is of secondary importance. Methods of assessing the accuracy

of forecasting models have been discussed in a number of studies.3

Ideally, the method that has most appeal is one which allows the forecaster

to assess the accuracy of his forecast and to modify the structure of his

model accordingly.
4

1. Lecht and BLS (1966).
2. See, for example, Striner; Hansen.
3. See, for examples, Stekler; Mincer-Zarnowitz; Theil (1964, 1966);

Klein.

. Mincer-Zarnowitz, pp. 6-12; Fechter, pp. 23-27.
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Unfortunately, little effort has been made to evaluate the accuracy of

the forecasting models reviewed or to compare the relative accuracy of

alternative forecasting methods.
1

Among the reasons offered for not

assessing the predictive ability of the models is that, frequently,

events overtake the assumed conditions of the model. Thus, projected

shortages do not materialize because actions are taken to alleviate them.

Some analysts even go so far as to claim that the failure of a forecast

to materialize is a measure of the success of the forecasting activity.

In other words, if a forecast is made to project skill imbalances so that

they can be alleviated, then the failure of a projected shortage to

appear because of actions prompted by the forecast can really be counted

as a successful application of the forecasting model. In essence,

these analysts are advocating that forecasting models be judged by how well

they achieve their policy objectives as opposed to how accurately they

predict events. While there may be a legitimate argument against judging

forecasting models solely in terms of their predictive accuracy, there is

no legitimate excuse for failing to compare the performance of the model

to actual experience--particularly in the case of continuous forecasting

activity - -if only to provide a basis for improving the structure and,

therefore, the precision of the model.

In the absence of direct assessment and analysis of forecasting

errors an alternative criterion, the reasonableness of the assumptions that

underlie the forecasts, is examined.

1. Exceptions to this assertion include Swerdloff, who evaluates the
accuracy of BLS projections for the 1960s and finds that aggregates are
reasonably accurate, but disaggregates, notably women, older workers, and
selected industries (service, construction, government, agriculture, and
mining) are not. Ferber-Sasaki also evaluate the accuracy of their model
in comparison to two more naive models and find that their model produces
more accurate forecasts. For evaluation of the accuracy of input-output
models, see Christ, pp. 158-168; McGilvray-Simpson, especially pp. 217-220.
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Earlier, I noted that most forecasting models are specified, either

explicitly or implicitly, in terms of the following variables: output,

average labor productivity, and skill-mix. These are the key variables

whose future movements must be projected in order to derive forecasts of

employment by skill.

Ahamad and BlaugI note that few forecasts of the "demand" for manpower

fit the economist's definition of demand as a function of price. More

typically, forecasts of manpower "needs" or manpower "requirements" are made

on the assumption that all relative prices, wages and salaries remain constant.

The assumption of a fixed relationship between the outputs and the inputs

of the input-output matrix Implies either stable relative input prices or

fixed input coefficients of production.2 A similar interpretation can be

made of an assumed stable average labor productivity. Labor productivity

can be affected by relative factor proportions, technology, and possibly

output. Relative factor proportions are, in turn, influenced by relative

input prices. Stability in labor productivity implies either stability or

offsetting movements in all of these factors. There is evidence that in

input-output models, the labor coefficient is considerably less stable than

the other interindustry coefficients. 3 Finally, a stable relative skill-mix

is also consistent with a fixed coefficient production function or constant

relative wages, no change in technology, and no change in output.

1. Ahamad-Blaug, pp. 8-9.
2. Bezdek (1973), pp. 32-39 describes possible factors influencing

input-output coefficients and methods currently used to modify them.
3. Bezdek (1973), Table 2, and pp. 43-44.
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Thus, following Hollister, I conclude that, for manpower projection

purposes, a low elasticity of substitution is "desirable" because it would

improve the forecaster's ability to predict skill requirements from a given

level and composition of output. The reason for this would be that the

observed skill composition on which forecasts are based would reflect

technological conditions rather than relative supply conditions.1 The

evidence on the elasticity of substitution between labor and capital is sub-

stantial and the range of estimates varies from industry to industry and

averages around one.2 The evidence on the elasticity of substitution among

skills is sparce and what there is produces a wide range of estimates.3

This evidence implies that manpower forecasting models should change their

focus from point estimates of future skill requirements based on an assumed

fixed-proportions type of production function and begin to develop models that

will produce a range of estimates of future skill requirements contingent

upon the relative supply of skills that is projected to be available.

Even with the modification of existing models to allow for possib'

substitution between labor and capital and among skills, forecasting errors

can be expected because we are unable to accurately project future values

of output, productivity, and skill-mix. It would appear reasonable to con-

clude that projections of output will be more accurate in long-range models

than ib short-range models, and in aggregate, as opposed to disaggregate

models.4 Part of the rationale underlying this conclusion is that larger

1. The observed skill coefficients would be insensitive to differences
in relative supply (and resultant relative price differences).

2. See Nerlove for a review of this evidence.
3. Bowles; Psacharopoulos-Hinchliffe; Dougherty; Gramlich. The

incidence cited in Bezdek (1973), pp. 43-44 is also relevant here.
4. Particular types of disaggregation include disaggregation by region

industry, occupation or education.
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proportions of the observed long-run variation in output is explained by

factors with strong trend components. Short-range variations in output are

more likely to reflect cyclical factors which are not adequately accounted

for by current projection techniques.
1

Output measures are more difficult

to project in disaggregate studies for a number of reasons. For regional

models, one must typically assume something about regional shares of national

output or, alternatively, in regional input- output models, one must assume

something about the stability of the trade sector of the particular region

being analyzed. In the case of the former, the assumption about regional

shares is in addition to assumptions about national trends, providing

opportunity for still larger errors in projections of regional output. In

the case of the regional input-output model, the trade sector of a nation.

is a larger share of the total economy than the trade sector of a nation.

Thus, errors arising from violations of assumed future stability in the

regional coefficient will create larger errors in regional forecasts.

For occupational or educational models, output is just more difficult to

measure. Population is frequently used as a measure of output in projecting

requirements for doctors when what is wanted is a measure of the expected

number of people by type of illness or disease. Similarly, projected enroll-

ments are frequently used as a proxy for the output of teachers when what is

really wanted is a measure of the learning these students have undergone.

Moreover, even if the outputs are measured correctly, many occupational

projection models develop mechanical projections that are based on normative

values of what the ratio of output to occupational employment should be.

1. For a suggested method of improving on these techniques, see Klotz.
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Some analysts have questioned the judgment underlying the choice of these

normative values.
1

Future changes in labor productivity are generally projected using

simple extrapolation or regression techniques or judgment.
2

These future

rates of change are assumed to be stable. Unfortunately, there is an

abundance of evidence that there is substantial variation in rates of

change in labor-productivity, both within and among industries.
3

A review

of some of this evidence has led one analyst to conclude that, ". . .it is

clear that any attempt to deal with the productivity change problem in terms

of simple extrapolations based on recent changes is likely to be very

misleading."4 This high degree of instability suggests that research aimed

at explaining the determinants of this instability may improve our future

capability to project changes in labor productivity.
5

This further suggests

that even long-range aggregate forecasts of changes in labor-productivity

may be susceptible to substantial error arising from such factors as

unanticipated shifts in industrial composition or technology.

Future changes in the skill-mix, usually measured by occupational or

educational distributions, are also generally projected by means of simple

extrapolation techniques or judgments. Frequently, forecasting models are

confined to particular occupations, like teachers or engineers.
6

These

studies do not require estimates of skill-mix; they generate their skill

forecasts on the basis of trend, or predicted change in output or population.

1. See, for example, Mangum and Nemore, p. 13.
2. See, for example, BLS (1970).
3. Kendrick; Massell; Fabricant.
4. Hollister, p. 388.
5. The work of Fair, Nordhaus, and Perry, among others, represents such

research.
6. For examples, see Cartter; Engineering Manpower Commission; and

National Education Association, Research Division.
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But other studies attempt to be more comprehensive. Some of these start

from estimates of total employment by industry and general projections of

future skill-mix by industry on which they base their forecasts of future

skill utilization.
1

One suspects that skill-mix is somewhat sensitive to

the business cycle and, to the extent that this is true, short-run

projections will be less accurate than long-range projections. In addition,

skill-mix can be sensitive to technological change, if the change is not

neutral. The continuing debate on the impact of automation, while focusing

on the labor-capital tradeoff, also produces allegations that it is

eliminating low-skill jobs. Existing evidence is inconclusive.
2

To summarize, forecasting models are difficult to evaluate because of

differences in their objectives and because few forecasters have put their

models to the ultimate test: the comparison of actual to predicted out-

comes. While such comparisons have not been made, they are feasible and

could provide valuable information for both evaluation and subsequent refine-

ment of these models. Resources ought to be devoted to such activity in

the future. Given the lack of direct evidence on model reliability, I

examined the reasonableness of the assumptions underlying the forecasting

models. I found that models of manpower requirements are generally predi-

cated on an assumed zero or low elasticity of substitution among skills

and between labor and capital and/or an assumed fixed technology. Existing

evidence on the elasticity of substitution indicates that it is not low and

that, therefore, these models ought to be adapted so that they can produce

1. For examples, see BLS (1972a); Scoville.
2. Bright; Horowitz-Hernstadt. Horowitz-Hernstadt show that techno-

logical change does not systemtically favor high skills. On the other hand,
Scoville and Wool forecast future declines in the employment of low-skilled
labor. Since the latter forecasts reflect factors in addition to techno-
logical change, the two sets of findings are not necessarily inconsistent.
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conditional estimates of future skill requirements based on alternative

assumptions about relative skill supplies. Such modifications will weaken

the policy making implications of these models, but, hopefully, they will

also make them more accurate in their depiction of the future skill

situation.

I also concluded that, even with more refined assumptions, our capa-

bility to generate accurate forecasts of future skill requirements is

limited by our inability to project future values of output, productivity,

and skill -mix. This inability reflects our ignorance about their deter-

minants and can be overcome by more research to reduce this ignorance.
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V

POLICY-RELEVANCE OF MODELS

This review of the state-of-the-art in forecasting the impact of techno-

logy on manpower utilization has thus far shown that: (1) it is extremely

difficult to project the introduction of new technology to the production

process; (2) it is also difficult to disentangle the manpower effects of

technology from the manpower effects of the other factors, such as changing

relative prices in product markets or factors markets; (3) existing pro-

duction theory does not anow us to deal adequately with labor demand

disaggregated by skill; (4) the assumption of limited substitutability among

skills and between capital and labor are not borne out by the evidence and

the models ought to be modified to reflect this evidence; and (5) even if the

model was well-specified, the ability to accurately project key variables

is quite limited. In short, the existing state-of-the-art can be classified

as primitive. Much more research must be done on the determinants of inno-

vation and productivity and the parameters of the production function before

more accurate and refined forecasts can be generated.

The question remains, however, as to whether more accurate and refined

forecasts are necessary. Such models would be necessary if our inability to

accurately forecast the impact of technology on skill utilization resulted in

substantial amounts of social cost, in the form of unemployment, inadequate

wages and human suffering arising from the inability of the market to adapt to

this impact. Such inabilities would be reflected by inelasticities on the

supply side of the labor market; in particular, in the form of low short-run
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supply elasticities arising from the highly specific skill-content of the

labor force or the relatively long training periods required to obtain the

requisite skills. this section, I review the literature on the supply

side of the labor markets in order to evaluate their adaptability. I begin

with models of relative supply and labor mobility. I conclude with a review

of unemployment statistics and the possible location and magnitude of labor

markets that might benefit from improved forecasting models.

Labor Force Participation

Labor force participation rates have always been an object of scholarly

interest. Empirical analysis of this behavior dates back to the works of

Woytinsky, Durand, and Long, but began in earnest after the famous contri-

bution of Mincer. 1
In principle, we can separate these studies into two

classes: time-series studies which focus on the impact of employment con-

ditions on labor force participation and attempt to isolate the so-called

"discouraged worker" effect, 2
and cross-section studies which devote much

attention to wage and income elasticities of labor supply. 3
Both classes

of study have their methodological shortcomings
,

4
but they have found that

supply elasticities are generally low (less than one) and that labor force

participation is generally pro-cyclical, rising during expansions and falling

during recessions.

1. Article surveying the recent literature may be found in Parnes and
Cain-Watts, pp. 1-13.

2. See, for examples, Dernberg-Strand; Tella; Bowen-Finegan.
3. See, 'or examples, Mincer (1962) Cain; Bowen-Finegan; Cain-Watts;

Cohen-Rea-Lerman.
4. See Mincer (1968) for a critical review of these studies.
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Models designed to forecast future labor force participation have

generally been based on the findings of the time-series analyses. One of

the more notable of these models is the BLS model associated with Dennis

Johnston and Sophia Travis.
1

This model, the basis of supply projections

for a large number of manpower forecasting studies,2 has been criticized

for failing to take adequate account of the discouraged worker effect.
3

Oh the other hand, the critics have also been criticized for producing rates

of growth in labor force participation that are unrealistic.
4

Relative Supply and Mobility

In his rather thorough review of the literature on labor mobility,

Parnes concludes that there is a "substantial flexibility" in the United

States labor force; but he is unable to attribute this flexibility to

purely economic or market factors. 5
A labor market in which relative supply

adapts relatively quickly is a labor market in which the short-run wage-

elasticity of supply is relatively large. This implies that large shifts

in the demand schedule for labor (caused presumably by technological inno-

vations) will be accommodated rapidly on the supply side with relatively

small changes in relative wages. A low wage-elasticity of supply would

imply that large shifts in the demand for labor (induced by technological

innovation) will result in precipitous declines or skyrocketing increases

in relative wages. Where wages are inflexible downward, these shifts could

produce substantial amounts of unemployment. Thus, the markets in which the

1. Johnston.
2. See, for example, Lecht, BLS (1966, 1970), Wool.
3. Dernberg-Strand-Dukler and Cooper-Johnston.
4. Easterlin.
5. Parnes.
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social costs of changing technology could be potentially high are those

markets in which wage-elasticities of supply are relatively low. Supply

responsiveness to wage changes have been estimated for a number of skills

ranging from domestics to college graduates. These estimates have been

produced using a variety of techniques and methods. Generally speaking,

supply has been measured in either one of two ways: (1) as the number of

workers supplying their services in a particular labor market or (2) as the

flow of new entrants into this labor market. Examples of the former may be

found in the studies of the supply of nurses, domestics,2 teachers,
3

doctors,4 dentists,5 and low-skilled labor.
6

Attempts have also been made

in studies of the supply of engineers. 7 Examples of the latter may be found

in studies of college-trained manpower,8 engineers,9 military manpower,
10

and nurses.
11

Estimates of short-run supply responsiveness to wage changes have

generally been low for such occupations as nurses, doctors, and dentists- -

occupations which generally have long training periods. Longer run responses,

in the form of new entrants, are generally more sensitive to variables that

act as proxies for rates of return to investment in training. Some studies

note that mobility (particularly geographic mobility) is sometimes hindered

by occupational licensing requirements, particularly in the professional

1. Benham; Altman (1971).
2. Mattaila; Stigler.
3. Gramm.
4. Benham-Maurizi-Reder.
5. Ibid.

6. Crandall-MacRae-Yap.
7. O'Connell; Black-Stigler.

8. Freeman.
9. Cain-Freeman-Hansen.

10. Altman (1969), Altman-Barro, Altman-Fechter, 0i, Cook, Fechter (1967,
1972), Fisher, Gray, Kim-Farrell-Clague, pp. 79-120.

11. Altman (1971). 44
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occupations.
1

On the other hand, studies of the labor market for public

employees have produced rather large supply elasticities.2

The evidence on labor supply behavior also reveals that a substantial

fraction of the observed variance in this behavior can be attributed to

factors other than wages or rates of return. This does not necessarily mean

that economic forces are not operating in these markets or that, because of

this, adjustments in these markets will be very costly. Rather, it means

that a large fraction of labor market adjustment occurs through shifts in

both supply and demand curves.

The evidence available from existing studies of labor-force partici-

pation and relative supply is not strong enough to be used to conclude

that labor supply is highly adaptable. However, it is clearly sufficient

to warrant the conclusion that labor markets are not inflexible.

Technological Unemployment: Some Empirical Evidence

An alternative way of viewing adaptability is to evaluate the outcomes

arising from shifts in market supply or demand schedules. A crude measure

of these outcomes is the amount of unemployment that exists in labor markets.

This measure probably understates the impact of technology because it omits

displaced workers who have dropped out of the labor force or who are working

involuntarily part-time as a result of technological change.

Unemployment is traditionally disaggregated into four analytic categories:

cyclical, structural, seasonal, and frictional. The kind of unemployment that

is produced by technological change is generally classified as structural;

1. An early statement of this can be found in Friedman-Kuznets. More
recent evidence is cited in Holen and Benham-Maurizi-Reder.

2. Ashenfelter. 45
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i.e., it is unemployment that is not the result of normal labor market

turnover (frictional), seasonal variations in supply or demand conditions in

the labor market (seasonal), or inadequate demand (cyclical). Moreover, with-

in any given analytic category of unemployment, the rate will depend on the

amount of turnover in the labor market and the average duration of the unem-

ployment. Frictional unemployment is largely determined by turnov,ix, where-

as structural unemployment is largely the result of duration. .n an

interesting study of unemployment at full employment, Hall concludes that

. . . the evidence on the duration of unemployment and on individuals who

are not in the labor force suggests rather strongly that chronic inability

to find a job is not a problem found by a significant number of people when

the economy is at full employment. The real problem is that many workers

have frequent short spells of unemployment."1 Hall's data suggest that

only one-fourth to one-sixth of the unemployed in a relatively full employ-

ment period were unemployed for more than 14 weeks. Unemployment averaged

roughly 2.8 million in the year of his analysis; therefore, the number of

long-term unemployed ranged between approximately 470 and 700 thousand.

This would suggest that technological unemployment is a relatively minor

phenomenon in a fully employed economy.

1. Hall, p. 387.
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VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusion that emerges from this review is that our capability

to forecast the impact of technology on skill-mix is extremely limited.

Major barriers to the development of such capability include:

an ability to forecast future innovations--both their occurrence

and the process of their integration into the production process.

limitations in the specification of production relationships so that

labor can be easily disaggregated into skills.

inadequate measures of skill.

an inability to disentangle changes in labor-productivity and skill-

mix attributable to changes in technology from changes attributable

to other determinants.

unreasonable assumptions in the forecasting models--specifically,

either that skill-mix and labor productivity are constant or that

they will change in accordance with past trends.

Overcoming these barriers would be a priority research objective if labor

markets were not able to adapt readily to changing technology. A brief re-

view of the literature on adaptability on the supply side of the labor

market led to the conclusion that there is a reasonable amount of flexi-

bility, but that it is not perfect.

It is difficult to make recommendations without some knowledge of the

options available to the decision maker. However, if rational decisions are
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to be made about the allocation of resources to improving the existing

capacity to forecast the impact of technology on skill utilization, the

magnitude and location of so-called "technological" unemployment should first

be assessed.

The evidence reviewed in this study suggests that the problem of

technological unemployment is not one which would justify extreme measures.

However, given the magnitude of the problem, if it is decided that fore-

casting models designed to pinpoint the future impact of technology would

be desirable for policy making, then a rational strategy would encourage

future research in the following areas:

1. the determinants of innovation and the factors that affect the

length of time it takes to integrate into the production process.

2. development and estimation of the parameters of production

functions capable of deriving employment by skill.

3. development and evaluation of alternative skill taxonomies that

will aggregate labor into more mutually exclusive, homogeneous

units.

4. the determinants of past changes in labor-productivity and skill-

mix.

5. analysis of the predictive performance of existing forecasting

models.

Some of these areas are currently being investigated--particularly area 1 and

labor-productivity in area 4. However, there is little systematic work

being done in areas 2, 3, 4 (skill-mix) and 5. These are the areas to

which future research resources should be allocated if the existing fore-

casting capability is to be improved.
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While the direct benefits of such research may appear to be small,

there are externalities that enhance the prospective value of such a re-

search undertaking. The problem is analytically equivalent to the problem

of assessing the impact of any factor that might affect the demand for labor

by level of skill. A particularly urgent area of policy interest at the

present time is the question of the impact of alternative foreign trade

policies on American labor markets. The models discussed in this survey

are also applicable to this particular policy issue, but they have the same

shortcomings. In addition, the recent passage of the Manpower Revenue

Sharing Act provides incentives to develop manpower requirements models

that can be applied at the regional (state and local) level. Presumably

areas expected to experience large downward shifts in the demand for their

labor ought to be provided with more funds than areas that are expected to

grow, other things equal. These externalities suggest that all factors

(including technology) expected to change manpower skill requirements are

going to be important for policy considerations and that this importance is not

expected to diminish for quite some time. Taken together, these factors

would constitute justification for supporting a general research agenda to

improve the existing ability to anticipate changes in manpower skill re-

quirements that will arise from technology and from other important deter-

minants of labor demand.
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